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	A complete tour of all the great features of Review Board, from creating a review request to managing Review Board as an administrator. Whether you're in development or quality control, this guide could change your working life.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to publish code review requests and analyze code in Reviewboard
	
		Manage Reviewboard easily across all roles in order to facilitate the whole code review process, thereby improving the code quality
	
		Get a detailed walkthrough of Reviewboard features with real-life workflows and screenshots



	In Detail


	How would you feel if the world's craftiest programmer went through every line of code that you wrote before it appeared on the user's screen? Everyone is not lucky enough to have a person to go through their code! Reviewboard is a powerful web-based code review tool that offers developers an easy way to handle code reviews. It scales well from small projects to large companies and offers a variety of tools to take much of the stress and time out of the code review process.


	Based on the philosophy that "Merely using a tool is one thing, using it right is another", Getting Started with Reviewboard will guide you on a journey to mastering Reviewboard by teaching you how to publish a code review request through the Reviewboard web UI or command line. It will help you become an ace Reviewboard administrator as you'll learn how to manage users, review groups, default reviewers, repositories, and much more.


	This practical, example-oriented book covers the code review workflow in detail. It also talks about the various features in Reviewboard which make your life a lot easier as a code author, reviewer, and administrator.


	You will start the journey by looking at the different ways of sharing the code changes (diff) with your team which will also cover integration with a repository. Then, you will look at how a code review can be performed and how you can provide your input on the code changes or on the whole diff. You will also look at the user dashboard, which provides an overview of the review requests and user/group activities which the user is a part of. Finally the administration of Reviewboard application and admin dashboard will be explored. You will end the book by learning advanced tips and tricks to get the best out of Reviewboard.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Install and set up Reviewboard
	
		Create a review request with the changes you have introduced
	
		Publish or share the review request with the team/reviewer/reviewer groups
	
		Integrate your code with code repositories
	
		Close the code review request by providing a review comment
	
		Understand how to search the user dashboard (limited and full text search)
	
		Manage Reviewboard as an administrator
	
		Acquire tips and tricks to optimize the usage and performance of Reviewboard



	Approach


	This book is a concise, to-the-point guide with a practical walkthrough of the code review workflow using the features present in Reviewboard. The various concepts and features are explained through screenshots so that even if you do not have a running installation of Reviewboard in front of you, you can still gain practical knowledge.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is intended for web programmers or quality control staff who perform or participate in code reviews and who are using (or planning to use) Reviewboard for conducting code reviews. No prior knowledge of Reviewboard is assumed.
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Formal Verification of Object-Oriented Software: International Conference, FoVeOOS 2010Springer, 2011

	Formal software verification has outgrown the area of academic case studies, and industry is showing serious interest. The logical next goal is the verification of industrial software products. Most programming languages used in industrial practice are object-oriented, e.g., Java, C++, or C#. The International Conference on Formal...
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Complete Java 2 Certification Study Guide (3rd Edition)Sybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for the Programmer's and Developer's exams. This Study Guide provides:
In-depth coverage of every exam objective for the revised Programmer's Exam for J2SE 1.4  Hundreds of challenging practice questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software  

Authoritative coverage of all...
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The Electronics Handbook, Second Edition (Electrical Engineering Handbook)CRC Press, 2005
The first edition of The Electronics Handbook was published in 1996. Between then and now, tremendous changes have occurred in electronics engineering. During this same period, the value of The Electronics Handbook has been recognized by thousands of readers all over the world, for which the editor and authors are very grateful.

The...
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The Works of ArchimedesDover Publications, 2002

	The complete works of antiquity's great geometer appear here in a highly accessible English translation by a distinguished scholar. Remarkable for his range of thought and his mastery of treatment, Archimedes addressed such topics as the famous problems of the ratio of the areas of a cylinder and an inscribed sphere; the measurement of a...
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Data Mining in Bioinformatics (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2004

	
		The aim of this book is to introduce the reader to some of the best
	
		techniques for data mining in bioinformatics in the hope that the reader
	
		will build on them to make new discoveries on his or her own. The
	
		book contains twelve chapters in four parts, namely, overview, sequence
	
		and structure alignment, biological...
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Everyday Cryptography: Fundamental Principles and ApplicationsOxford University Press, 2012

	Cryptography is a vital technology that underpins the security of information in computer networks. This book presents a comprehensive introduction to the role that cryptography plays in providing information security for technologies such as the Internet, mobile phones, payment cards, and wireless local area networks. Focusing on the...
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